
Illustrated Steps Treatment workshops report. 

 

Laurence S – Treatment Facilities sub-committee. 
 
The feedback I have received for the workshops has been universally positive. 
 
Bruce at WHOS said that feedback had been without exception excellent. Bruce told me that they 
would be delighted to have them back twice a year to coincide with their running of the 
program.  They would request that the presentation was shortened simply as it is very hard to 
keep people's attention for long periods in early sobriety.  The workshop apparently inspired 
plenty of discussion and also work related to the later steps particularly 4, 5, 8 and 9 which would 
not have arisen otherwise.   
 
I have also spoke to Des Walsh at WHOS.  He said that the only criticism from a very small 
minority was it was too long.  I have spoken to David and he is able to reduce the presentation 
and change it to reflect feedback so it can be shortened and more focus put on the later steps 
 
Here is the feedback from Joan Head of Clinical at Foundation House.  I will let it speak for 
itself: 
 
“Hi Laurence, thank you for organising the workshop; it was unbelievable, everyone really 
enjoyed it. It was just what the community needed. They are an amazing couple to share their 
story and to also give so much of their time. Thanks again, Joan.” 
 
Jonathan is the manager at Glebe house and he was very pleased with the workshop.  He said he 
thought it was very well paced, with a good message and use of visuals. He also thought it would 
benefit his clients if it was shortened to 3 hours as a whole day is quite long for people in such 
early sobriety.  He also thought that the presentations on later steps past 3 was highly useful and 
generated some very good responses especially around 4 and 5.    
 
Another key positive is that staff also sat in on the workshops and I know that especially for 
Foundation House this gave them a grounding in the steps which they didn't have before. 
 
The Workshops reached, from the figures I received, over a 140 people who are most in need, 
120 from WHOS and 28 from Foundation House, Detour, Glebe House and Bourke Street.  The 
cost to Area G was $523.86. 
 
Meaning that this potentially life changing experience came in at a cost of $3.53 per person in 
terms of Area G's contribution. 
 
David has indicated that he would be delighted to mentor anyone who is interested in developing 
steps workshops locally. 
 
If anyone has any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Regards  
Laurence S 
Alt Chairperson Treatments Sub Committee Area G 
 


